Convenience Cleaning™ by VACUFLO®

Redefining
Central Vacuums

To Help You
Sell More
Homes

“The most common and fastest-growing
cleaning technique is touch-up cleaning,
defined as a task that takes 15 minutes or less.”
SC Johnson & Son Inc.*
Today’s homeowners want to clean their homes quickly. With a
Convenience Cleaning™ Central Vacuum that is now possible. Central
vacuum hoses are conveniently stored in walls, cabinets and garage
ceilings. Close at hand for quick clean ups or whole-house cleaning.
Out of sight until needed, retracting when the job is done. Exactly
what busy homeowners need for daily messes.

Convenience Cleaning:
A Builder’s Secret Weapon
You can’t buy time...until now! A home with a Convenience Cleaning
package means your buyers will spend less time cleaning and have
more time to enjoy life. The Convenience Cleaning Central Vacuum
offers builders a great feature that will make your homes memorable
and desirable.

“I work full time, so I never want to take
time away from my kids to clean.”
Melissa Sachs Fitzpatrick, Denver, CO*

Family room
carpet dirty?
Pull a hose
from the wall
and it’s clean in
seconds.

Pet food on
the kitchen
floor? Pull a
hose from a
cabinet and
it’s gone.

Kids track
mud in the
family van?
Pull a hose
from the
garage ceiling
and vacuum
it up.

Messy floor?
Grab a
broom and
sweep to
the VacPan®,
the original
quick-clean
accessory.

*Reported in Wall Street Journal, July 3, 2013.

Homeowners can quickly clean dry messes off
counters, floors, drawers and appliances in kitchens
and bathrooms.
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Hide-A-Hose®

Hoses can be pulled from walls for effortless
whole-house cleaning.
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Spot is built in to quickly clean everyday messes
in laundry rooms, mud rooms and foyers.
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for Garage

Cleaning garages, cars, and workbenches has
never been easier or more convenient.

The Components
of a Convenience
Cleaning System
You will find it easy to sell the Convenience
Cleaning System. Vacuum hoses that are stored
out of sight and pulled out of walls and cabinets
as needed are the components of a Convenience
Cleaning Central Vacuum package.

Vroom®
This breakthrough quick-clean accessory is
stored inside cabinets, pantries, shop benches
and more. The hose extends up to 24’ and automatically retracts when vacuuming is complete.

Hide-A-Hose®
Pull up to 50’ of hose, connect a cleaning tool
and go. Once finished, the power of the central
vacuum will retract the hose back into the central
vacuum tubing and out of sight.

Spot by Vroom®
Homeowners can access the 15’ retractable
hose from the valve and with the flip of a switch
the mess is gone.

Vroom® for Garage
With 24’ of retractable hose, Vroom mounts
overhead for service bay style cleaning in
the garage.

Builder Program
Benefits
Your authorized dealer is dedicated to customer
satisfaction, on-time installation, service and quality.
When you work with an authorized dealer you
will receive:

Professional Installation
Authorized dealers provide quality, professional
installation in new construction or existing homes.
Installers work around your schedule to ensure
your projects stay on track. In most cases
installation can be complete in one day.

Model Home Program
Seeing is believing. Model homes with installed
Convenience Cleaning packages will help
you demonstrate and sell the central vacuum.
Ask your central vac dealer about the Model
Home Discount.*

Promotional Support
Both standard and customized promotional
materials are available. Brochures, signage and
displays will help you promote the Convenience
Cleaning packages.*
* Some qualifications may apply

The Benefits of a
Central Vacuum
VACUFLO® Central Vacuums are the heart of a Convenience
Cleaning™ system. The systems are manufactured by a
family owned, US based company and backed by a Lifetime
Limited Warranty. Your customers can now enjoy:

A Cleaner Home
With up to five times the cleaning power of any portable,
central vacs clean microscopic particles from any surface.
Your customer’s home will smell fresher and be cleaner.

A Healthier Home
VACUFLO removes 100% of vacuumed dust and dirt from the
home forever. Less dust in the home and fewer allergens in the
air creates a healthier living environment. Central vacs are a
must for allergy sufferers.

A Quieter Home
With a VACUFLO, the vacuum motor is located outside living
areas, providing a quieter vacuum experience. Seldom can
homeowners enjoy so much power and quiet at the same time.

A More Convenient Home
Now vacuum power is right where homeowners need it,
when they need it. Convenience Cleaning accessories fit
in with today’s active lifestyles and create convenient,
easy-to-clean homes.

Convenience Cleaning is Convenient to Find:

1-800-822-8356
www.VACUFLO.com
512 W. Gorgas Street
Louisville, OH 44641
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VACUFLO® Central Vacuums are
proudly assembled in Canton, OH.

